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Abstract

Tracking objects using multiple cues yields more robust re-
sults. The well-known hidden Markov model (HMM) provides
a powerful framework to incorporate multiple cues by expand-
ing its observation. However, a plain HMM does not cap-
ture the inter-correlation between measurements of neighbor-
ing states when computing the transition probabilities. This
can seriously damage the tracking performance. To overcome
this difficulty, in this paper, we propose a new HMM frame-
work targeted at contour-based object tracking. A joint prob-
ability data association filter (JPDAF) is used to compute the
HMM’s transition probabilities, taking into account the inter-
correlated neighboring measurements. To ensure real-time
performance, we have further developed an efficient method
to calculate the data association probability via dynamic pro-
gramming, which allows the proposed JPDAF-HMM to run
comfortably at 30 frames/sec. This new tracking framework
not only can easily incorporate various image cues (e.g.,
edge intensity, foreground region color and background region
color), but also offers an on-line learning process to adapt to
changes in the scene. To evaluate its tracking performance,
we have applied the proposed JPDAF-HMM in various real-
world video sequences. We report promising tracking results
in complex environments.

1. Introduction
Many real-world applications, e.g., video surveillance [13]

and video conferencing [14], require robust visual object
tracking. Unfortunately, robust and efficient visual tracking
in complex environments is still an open problem even after
years of research.

To discriminate targets from clutter, various image cues
have been proposed. For example, object contour is used in
[9], face template is used in [4], and color distributions are
used in [5, 24]. Because each of the above features may not
be robust enough individually, more and more researchers are
resorting to multiple visual cues [2, 18, 10, 20]. The main
difficulty for multi-feature based tracking is, however, how to
probabilistically integrate and adapt the multiple cues when
objects and background gradually changetheir appearance.

Hidden Markov model (HMM) [17] provides a powerful

and efficient way to incorporate multiple features by expand-
ing the observation vectors. However, extending the HMM
structure from handling 1D time series to 2D imagery data is
challenging. Pseudo-2D-HMM (embedded HMM) has been
proposed for character recognition [12], face recognition [15]
and template matching [19]. A two-level HMM is defined,
which consists of a set of super states, along with a set of
embedded states. The super states model the horizontal di-
mension while the embedded states model the vertical dimen-
sion. The difficulty of applying this approach to real-time ob-
ject tracking is the large number of parameters to be trained.

In this paper, we propose a new type of HMM targeted at
real-time object tracking. We use parametric shape to model
object contours. Observations are collected along the normal
lines of the contour (see Figure 1) as in [9]. We define the
HMM states to be the contour point location along each nor-
mal line. If we have

�
pixels on a normal line, we have

�
states in the HMM. This representation allows us to convert the
contour in 2D image plane into an easier-to-solve 1D problem.
Furthermore, this new HMM formulation allows us to develop
a powerful object tracking framework in the following way:� Multiple tracking cues, e.g., edge intensity, foreground

/background region properties, can easily be integrated
into the tracking process probabilistically.� In addition to using the standard contour smoothness con-
straint to compute the state transition probabilities, we
further develop a joint probability data association fil-
ter (JPDAF) to encode richer inter-relationships between
neighboring measurements, thus leading to more accu-
rate transition probabilities. The resultant new HMM is
termed JPDAF-HMM.� A robust on-line training process similar to the training of
traditional HMM (Baum Algorithm) is also proposed to
adapt the observation model through time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present a 1D HMM framework that can easily incorporate
multiple visual cues. Specifically, we will discuss the 1D con-
tour representation, a multi-cue observation model, and a tran-
sition probability model based on the contour smoothness con-
straint. The transition probability is one of the most important
components in a HMM. More accurate transition probabilities
lead to more accurate and robust tracking results. In Section



3, in addition to the standard contour smoothness constraint as
used in Section 2, we develop a JPDAF to encode richer inter-
relationships between neighboring measurements, thus lead-
ing to more accurate transition probabilities. An efficient al-
gorithm for calculating JPDAF is also presented for real-time
performance. In Section 4, We present an adaptive learning
process to update the observation models through time to han-
dle dynamic environments. The overview of the tracking di-
agram is also presented. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed approach, we have implemented a real-time tracking
system, and applied it on various real-world video sequences.
We report promising tracking results in Section 5. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 6.

2 Contour tracking using HMM
For tracking non-rigid objects in complex environments,

the active contour model has been proved to be a powerful tool
[11, 21, 16]. For real-time tracking, it is imperative to have an
efficient optimization method to find the best contour. A com-
mon difficulty of the active contour model is its deficiency in
recursively refining the contours in the 2D image plane [1, 6].
In fact, because of the aperture problem, only the deformations
along the normal lines of the contours can be detected. So, we
can restrict the contour searching to a set of normal lines to the
predicted contour position (see Figure 1). Let �������
	�	�	��� ,
be the index of the normal lines and ����� � �
	�	�	�� � , be the
index of pixels along a normal line. Furthermore, let ���������
denote the image intensity at pixel � on line � . That is,��������������� ��!"���$#%!"�&� (1)

where � �'!"���(#%!"��� is the corresponding image coordinate of the
pixel � on the � th normal line. ���)�'!"�'�$#%!"��� is the image inten-
sity at � �'!"�'�(#&!*��� .

Figure 1. Illustration of the 1D contour model:
At frame + , the solid curve is the predicted contour based
on the tracking results on previous frames. The dashed
curve is the true contour that we want to find. A set of
measurements are collected along the  normal lines
of the predicted contour. ,-����� is the true contour point
on the � th normal line. The true contour can be found if
we can detect all the ,-�.�'�/���1032�����54 .
Each normal line has 6 �87 � pixels, which are indexed from� �

to
�

. The center point of each normal line is placed on the

predicted contour and indexed as 9 . If the prediction were al-
ways accurate, the detected contour points on all normal lines
should be exactly at the center, i.e., ,-�.�'�:�;9<�>=?��0@2����A54 .
In reality, however, we need to find the true contour point ,-���'�
based on the measurements. Note that instead of representing
the contour by a 2D image coordinate, we can now represent
the contour by a 1D function ,��.�'�/���B�C���D	�	�	��� .

To detect the contour points accurately, different cues (edge
intensity, color model of the foreground and background) and
prior constraints (e.g. contour smoothness constraint) can be
integrated by using HMM. The hidden states of the HMM
are the true contour point on each normal line, (denoted asE �GFIHIJ"�
	�	�	���H � �D	�	�	���H"K1L ). The observations of the HMM,M �NFIOPJI�
	�	�	��AO � �
	�	�	��AOPKQL , are collected along each normal
line � . A HMM is specified by the number of states (in our
case, 6 �R7 � ), the observation model S:��O �?T H � � , and the transi-
tion probability UV�.H �'T H �%W JX� . Given current state H � , the current
observation OP� is independent of previous state H-�%W J and pre-
vious observation OY�%W J . In addition, because of the Marko-
vian property, we have UZ�.HI� T H J �AH*[-�D	�	�	���H"�%W J �\�]UV��H*� T H"�%W J � .
This is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Graphic model of contour tracking

In Section 2.1., we will give detailed description on how to
incorporate multiple cues into the observation model. A sim-
plified state transition model is then discussed in Section 2.2
based on the contour smoothness constraint. Given the obser-
vation model and the state transition probabilities, in Section
2.3, we present how to find the optimal contour efficiently via
the Viterbi algorithm [17].

Different from other contour models [7] that also resort to
the Dynamic Programming to obtain the global optimal con-
tour, HMM offers an elegant way to integrate multiple visual
cues and a probabilistic model adaptation formula (shown in
Section 4) to adapt itself to the dynamic environments, which
is very important for a robust tracking system.

2.1. Observation likelihood of multiple cues
The observation on line � (represented as O � ) can include

multiple cues, e.g., pixel intensity (i.e., � � �.���/���^0_2`� � � � 4 )
and edge detection (i.e., a � ) along the line.

First, the observation likelihood model of the edge detec-
tion results a � can be derived following similar approaches in
[9]. Because of noise and image clutter, there can be multiple
edges along each normal line. Let b be the number of detected
edges ( a&�c�d�.e J �Ae*[-�
	�	�	��$eIf<� ). Of the b edges, at most one is
the true contour. We can therefore define b 7 � hypotheses:gih �jF*k
lm��npoDqc�C���D	�	�	��
brLg ls�jF"k
lm�_tm�$kIuY��npo%v:�d�%�
	�	�	��Xb<��vxw�yq�L (2)



where k l �pt means the q th edge is associated with the true
contour, k l �zn otherwise. Hypothesis

g h
therefore means

that none of the edges is associated with the true contour.
With the assumption that the clutter is a Poisson process

along the line with spatial density { and the true target mea-
surement is normally distributed with standard deviation |'} ,
we can obtain the edge likelihood model as follows:UZ�)a �?T H � �5� � ��~j� 7 �� 6-��| }"� { f���� J��X��� �>� �.e � �R����� [6-| } [ �

(3)
where � is the prior probability of hypothesis

g h
.

In addition to the edge likelihood model, other cues about
the region properties of the foreground and background,
e.g., mixture color models, can easily be integrated into the
HMM framework. Let UV�)� T n���� and UV�)� T � ��� represent the
color distribution for the foreground (FG) and background
(BG), respectively. The posterior probabilities S:� � � T ��� andS:�)n�� T ��� can be derived: (Assume UZ�)n������3UV� � ��� )S:� � � T ����� UZ� � T � ���UV�)� T � ��� 7 UZ� � T n���� (4)S:�.n�� T ����� UZ� � T n����UV� � T � ��� 7 UV�)� T n���� (5)

If H"�^����� is the contour point on line � , we know that
the segment 2�� � �AHI�-4 is on the foreground and the segment2 H*� 7 ��� � 4 is on the background. Combining the edge likeli-
hood model and the color posterior probabilities, we have the
following multi-cue observation likelihood function:S:��Os� T H*�����8UV�.e T H"�%�X�C�>��� � W�� S:�)n�� T ���������)���$�� ��� � �>� � J S:� � � T �:�������)�>�(� (6)

Other cues can also be integrated in a similar way. As we
will show in Section 4, our proposed HMM framework also
allows us to update the foreground/background color model in
a probabilistic way through time.

2.2. Computing transition probabilities
In addition to the observation model discussed in the pre-

vious sub-section, another important component in HMM is
the transition probability. It determines how a state transits to
another state. In this section, we will use the standard contour
smoothness constraint to derive the transition probability. We
will defer a much more sophisticated smoothness constraint
based on region properties to Section 3.

Here we follow the philosophy in traditional snake model
[1], which use an internal energy term to penalize the rough-
ness of the contour. But instead of using an internal energy in
an optimization framework, we encode this constraint in tran-
sition probabilities. To achieve this, the smoothness constraint
has to be represented in a causal form. In Figure 1, we can see

when the normal lines are dense (e.g., 30 in our experiments),
the true contour points on adjacent normal lines tend to have
the same displacement from the predicted contour position (in-
dexed as 0 on each normal line). This correlation is causal and
can be captured by transition probabilities UZ�.H-� T H"�%W J � :UZ�.H �'T H �%W J
����,��Dk WV� �>� W �(�D�&�   ¡A¢A£I¡¤ (7)

where , is a normalization constant and | � is a predefined con-
stant that regulates the smoothness of the contour. This tran-
sition probability will penalize sudden changes of the contour
points between adjacent lines, hence resulting in a smooth con-
tour. The best contour can be obtained by the Viterbi algorithm
described in the following section.

2.3. Best contour searching by Viterbi algorithm
Given the observation sequence

M �¥F"O � ���¦0z2`�%�A54�L
and the transition probabilities § � ¨ l �3UZ�.H � � J©�yq T H � ���>� , the
best contour can be found by finding the most likely state se-
quence EIª . This can be efficiently accomplished by the Viterbi
algorithms:E ª �_«�¬$¯®:« �° S:� E T M ����«�¬$�®�« �° S:� E � M � (8)

Let’s define± �.�V�A�����_²B§&� �(�D�&� S:�.O � �AH �%W JI�AH � �5��� (9)

Using the Markov conditional independence assumptions, it
can be recursively computed as follows:± ���V�A�����PS:�.OP� T H"�c�5����>®:« �l S:��H*�i��� T H*�%W J �³q�� ± ��q%���\�^�*� (10)q ª ���V�A�����PS:�.OP� T H"�c�5���/�«�¬$�®�« �l S:��H � ��� T H �%W Jm�8q�� ± ��q%���´�^�*� (11)

with the initialization

± �>�%�A����� ®:« � � � S:�.OYJ T HIJX�(S:�.HIJ
� ,
where the initial state probabilities S:��H-J
�j� J[A� � J ��H"Jµ02�� � � � 4 . The term q ª �.�V����� records the ”best previous state”
from state � at line � . We therefore obtain at the end of the
sequence ®:« � ° S:� M � E ����®:« � ! ± �.¶�A��� . The optimal state
sequence EIª can be obtained by back tracking q ª , starting fromH ªK �j«�¬$�®:« � ! ± ��¶�A��� , with H ª�%W J ��q ª ��H ª� ���'� . The com-
putation cost of the Viterbi algorithm is O���·�?�.6 ��7 �*�$� .
Unlike traditional active contour model [1, 6], this method
can give us the optimal contour without recursively search-
ing the 2D image plane. Given the best state sequence E�ª �FIH ªJ �
	�	�	���H ªK L , we denote the corresponding image coordinate
of the best contour point H ª� on line � by 2 � � �(# � 4 .

To increase the stability of tracking, we reduce the degree
of freedom of the contour by fitting it to a parametric shape.
Different kinds of parametric shape can be used, e.g. B-Spline
or ellipse, etc. In our experiment, we use ellipse to approxi-
mate the object contours. Then we have:§&� [ � 7y¸ # [� 7 ,/� � # � 7³¹ � � 7 k*# � �y�º��9 (12)



which can be representation in matrix form: »��
¼s�_½ , where

»�� ¾¿¿¿¿À � [ J # [J �'J/#&J �'J #&J	 		 		 	� [ K # [K � K # K � K # K
Á`ÂÂÂÂÃ

and ½@�Ä2����D���D	�	�	��D�X4ÆÅ . The parameters of the best-fit ellipse¼ ª �Ç2 §�� ¸ �$,I� ¹ �Ak
4ÆÅ can be obtained by the least mean square
(LMS) solution: ¼ ª �@�)» Å »P� W J » Å ½ (13)

The above ellipse representation ¼c�µ2 §�� ¸ �A,I� ¹ �$kD4 Å is con-
venient mathematically. But there is no clear physical inter-
pretations of the five parameters. In tracking, a different 5-
element ellipse representation is normally used:È �C2 �É�$#��AÊ��$Ë���Ì�4
where � �É�$#<� is the center of the ellipse, Ê and Ë are the lengths
of the major and minor axes of the ellipse, and Ì is the orienta-
tion of the ellipse. Because ¼ and

È
are two representations of

the same ellipse [8], we use them interchangeably in the paper.

3. Improving transition probabilities:
The JPDAF-HMM

Transition probability is one of the most important param-
eters in an HMM. It directly affects the best state sequence
estimation. In Section 2.2, we have derived a simplified
way of computing transition probabilities based on the con-
tour smoothness constraint. Even though simple, it does not
take into account all the information available to us. Specif-
ically, the contour smoothness constraint only considers the
contour points themselves. All the other pixels on the mea-
surement lines are ignored. Unfortunately, considering the
contour points only can be dangerous. This is especially true
when noise is presented in the measurement, which is almost
always the case in reality. In this section, we develop a JPDAF-
based method to encode not only the contour smoothness con-
straint, but also the region smoothness constraint observed on
all the pixels along the normal lines. To ensure real-time per-
formance, we further develop an efficient JPDAF algorithm by
using dynamic programming. The resulted JPDAF-HMM runs
comfortably in real-time.

3.1. Encoding region smoothness constraint using
JPDAF

Under normal condition, pixel intensity values of human
body parts (e.g., face or head) change smoothly inside their
regions. It is therefore a reasonable assumption that in hu-
man tracking, the foreground and background have smooth re-
gion properties so that the measurements in Equation (1) on
two adjacent lines are similar. Let H-� and H"� � J be the contour
points on line � and line � 7 � , respectively. These two con-
tour points segment the two lines into foreground segments
and background segments. Based on the region smoothness

Figure 3. An illustration of the region smooth-
ness constraint: both ’

¸ , ’ and ’ § ¹
’ can be good

contour candidates that separate the two lines into well
matched foreground and background. On the other
hand, ’ §&, ’ is a bad choice because there will be no good
match for either foreground or background.

assumption, not only should H � and H � � J be close to each
other, all the other pixels on the two lines should also match
well. To ensure the region smoothness constraint, we need a
joint probability data associate filter (JPDAF) to conduct the
line matching. That is, it is not a single point to single point
matching problem, but rather a �.6 �;7 �*� points to ��6 �Í7 �"�
points matching problem. By considering all the pixels along
the lines together, we can have much more robust matching re-
sults. The transition probabilities based on this new matching
paradigm are therefore much more accurate. Let ÎÐÏ©�)�A�Ñq�� andÎ\Òs� ����q�� be the matching distances of the foreground ( 2�� � �$�.4
on line � and 2�� � ��q�4 on line � 7 � ) and background ( 2 � 7 ��� � 4
on line � and 2 q 7 ��� � 4 on line � 7 � ), respectively. A more
accurate transition probability can then be defined to replace
the simplified one used in Section 2.2 (see Equation 7):Ó.Ô*Õ �`UV��H [&T HIJ
�(���sÎ Ï ��HIJ"�AH [ � 7 Î Ò �.HIJ-�AH [ �7 ��H [ �RHIJ
� [IÖ | [� (14)

The region smoothness concept can be illustrated by a syn-
thesized image in Figure 3. There are two regions where the
lighter region represents the object and the darker region rep-
resents the background clutter. There are two adjacent normal
lines shown in the figure, i.e., line 1 and line 2. Points ’ § ’ and
’
¸
’ are detected edge points on line 1. Similarly, points ’ , ’ and

’
¹
’ are detected edge points on line 2. Our goal is to find where

are the contour points on these two lines. The measurements
on these two lines are shown in Figure 4. They are similar to
each other except for some distortions. Based on the contour
smoothness constraint only, the contour from ’ § ’ to ’ , ’ and the
contour from ’

¸
’ to ’ , ’ have almost the same transition prob-

abilities because T §\�y, TÉ×�T ¸ �^, T . However, if we consider
the region smoothness assumption as well, the possible con-
tour can only be ’ § ¹

’ or ’
¸ , ’, but never be ’ §&, ’ or ’

¸X¹
’. (The

contour candidates ’ § ¹
’ and ’

¸ , ’ will be further discriminated
by HMM based on all the observation lines.)

To verify this region smoothness concept, we have applied
it on the synthesized image shown in Figure 5. When we use
the region smoothness constraint, it has a large penalty for the
contour to jump from Ø�§&Ø to Ø�,XØ , and the result is shown in Fig-



Figure 4. Observations on line 1 and line 2

Figure 5. Test on synthesized image: (a) With-
out the region smoothness constraint, the contour is dis-
tracted by a strong edge point (point

¹
) from the back-

ground clutter. (b) With the region smoothness con-
strain, the contour is correctly detected.

ure 5 (b). Without this constraint, the contour is distracted by
the strong edge (point ’

¹
’) from the background clutters, as

shown in Figure 5 (a).
Different from the uniform statistic region model in [3], our

assumption here is more relaxed. The object can have various
color regions (e.g. front or side view of human head with hair
as shown in experiments) each of which is homogeneous lo-
cally. To illustrate this, another test is shown in Figure 6 which
has different intensity regions in the foreground. We can see
the difference between Figure 5 and Figure 6: the observations
on line 2 are not the same. There is no segment ’ , ¹ ’. No mat-
ter we match ’ § ’ to ’ , ’ or ’

¸
’ to ’ , ’, the segment ’ § ¸

’ does not
have a matching part. Therefore, the region smoothness con-
straint penalties are the same for matching ’ § ’ to ’ , ’ or ’

¸
’ to

’ , ’. The algorithm favors the result in Figure 6 (b) because it
is smoother.

3.2. Efficient association by dynamic programming
In the previous sub-section, we have shown that much more

accurate transition probabilities between adjacent lines can be
obtained by using the region smoothness constraint, which in
turn results in better results (see Equation (14)). To ensure
real-time tracking performance, in this sub-section we will ex-
plore an efficient algorithm for implementing the JPDAF.

The association probabilities between all the possible pairs
of states ( �.6 �Ù7 �*� [ ) should be calculated. Because we can
not assume observations on two adjacent normal lines are ex-
actly the same, correlation of the measurements on two lines
can not be used. Windowed correlation technique could be
used to estimate UZ�.HI� T H"�%W J � [22]. However, it has the follow-
ing limitations: 1). it is only an approximation to the trueUV��H ��T H �%W J
� ; 2). there is no principled way to determine the
right window size; and 3). the computation is not efficient: it

Figure 6. Foreground object with multiple re-
gions: (a) The synthesized image. (b) Contour tracking
with regions smoothness constraint. (c) Observation on
line 1 and line 2.

Figure 7. Dynamic programming: Î´Ï©� ���Ñq&� takes
the min value of Î Ï � ���1�%��q�� , Î Ï �)����qÚ�1�"� and Î Ï � ����%��q��^�*� plus the matching distance of � J �)�>� and ��[���q&� .

costs O��.ÛÜ���.6 �z7 �"� [ � to compute all ��6 �z7 �*� [ transition
probabilities, where Û is the length of the window. To over-
come these limitations, we develop a more efficient algorithm
using dynamic programming. It costs O��$�.6 �N7 �"� [ � with a
smaller coefficient than Û to calculate the association proba-
bility for all �.6 �@7 �*� [ transition probabilities, and there is no
window size to be determined. Given measurement lines 1 and
2, the calculation of the matching distance can be explained in
the following recursive equation (see also Figure 7):Î Ï �)�A�Ñq�����²B��Ý Þßà ßá Î Ï �)�É�^����q�� 7³¹ �)��J�� �>�X�(� [ ��q��$�Î\Ïm�)�A�Ñq��^�*� 7³¹ �)� J � �>�X�(��[���q��$�Î\Ïm�)�É�^����q��y�"� 78¹ � � J � �>�/�$�&[%��q��(�

(15)
where

¹ �>	��
	â� is the cost of matching two pixels. ÎÐÏ©�)����q�� is
the best matching distance between segment 2`� � �$��4 on line 1
and segment 2�� � �Ñq-4 on line 2. We start from ÎÐÏ©�>� � ��q��º�Î\Ï©�)���
� � �ã�Ä9 , where ����q¶0;2`� � � � 4 and use the above
recursion to obtain the matching distance Î Ï � ���Ñq&� from ���� �

to
�

and q\�@� �
to

�
. Similar process should be gone

through to calculate the Î´Òº�)����q�� , but start from Î´Òº�)��� � �©�Î\Òs� � �Ñq��^�Ü9 to Î\Òº�(� � �
� � � . After obtaining all the
matching distances, the state transition probabilities can be
computed and contour tracking can be accomplished by the
Viterbi algorithm described in Section 2.3.



4. Extending JPDAF-HMM to temporal domain
The previous two sections have described the JPDAF-

HMM model for each individual frame. In this section, we
will extend it to handle tracking in video sequences. Specifi-
cally, we will discuss how to probabilistically train the param-
eters for frame + based on the tracking results at frame +���� .
We will then give a complete algorithm for the JPDAF-HMM
tracking framework.

4.1. On-line learning of observation model
In dynamic environment, both object and background may

gradually change their appearances. An on-line training is
therefore necessary to adapt the observation likelihood models
dynamically. A naive way is to completely trust the contour
returned by the Viterbi algorithm at frame +º�p� , and aver-
age all the pixels inside and outside the contour to obtain the
new foreground/background color model at frame + . However,
if error occurs at frame +©�¶� , this procedure may adapt the
model in the wrong way. Fortunately, HMM allows us to train
the observation models in a probabilistic way.

Instead of completely trusting the contour obtained at frame+?�3� , we can make a soft decision of how to update the obser-
vation models by using the forward-backward algorithm. The
”forward probability distribution” is defined as follow:Ê � �.H"���8UV�.OYJ-�AO [ �
	�	�	���O � �AH � ��H"� (16)

which can be computed efficiently using the recursion,Ê J �.H"���8UV�.H J �5H"�ÆUV��O J T H J ��H"� (17)Ê � � J-�.H"���åä �*æ Ê � � ç?�>§ æ ¨ �(è UV��O � � J T H � � J©��H"� (18)

Similarly, the ”backward probability distribution” is:Ë����.H"���3UV��Os� � J �AOP� � [��
	�	�	��AO K �AH"�c�5H"� (19)

which can be computed efficiently using the recursion,Ë K ��H"���d� (20)Ë � ��H*��� �*æ § � ¨ æ UZ�.O � � J T H � � J©�_ç'�>Ë � � JI� ç?� (21)

After computing the forward and backward probability, we
can compute the probability of each state at line � ;S:�.H"���_H T M ��� ÊZ����H*�>Ë��'��H*�é æ Ê � � ç?��Ë � � ç?� �êH�0R2�� � � � 4 (22)

which represents the probability of having contour point at H
on the measurement line � .

Based on these probabilities, the probability of pixel � � be-
ing on foreground (or background) can be computed by inte-
grating S:�.H � ��H T M � along the normal line.S:�����´0 � �����C�©�ëS:�����\0xn������ � � ! ��� � W�� UV�.H"�i��H T M �

(23)

Figure 8. The diagram of the tracking

This probability gives us a robust way to weigh different
pixels during the observation models adaptation. The more
confidently classified pixels will contribute more to the color
model while the less confidently classified pixels will con-
tribute less:UZ� � T � ����� é � � � W'� S:��H�0 � ���r�&�.O � ��H"���������é � � � W�� S:�.H�0 � ���UZ� � T n������ é � � � W�� S:�.H�0ãn����r�&�.O � ��H"���������é � � � W'� S:�.H�0Bn���� (24)

The new adapted models will reflect the changing color
distributions during the tracking. It is then plugged back
into Equation (6) during the contour searching in the next
frame. To reduce the number of parameters, we are not train-
ing the transition probabilities, which is related to the density
of the observation lines and remains relative constant during
the tracking process.

4.2. Tracking diagram
The complete JDAPF-HMM tracking procedure is summa-

rized as follows (also see Figure 8):

1. Prediction: Predict where the object will be in the cur-
rent frame + based on the tracking results in previous
frame +Z��� and the object’s dynamics. Observations are
collected along a set of normal lines of the predicted con-
tour. We adopt the Langevin process to model the human
movement dynamics [23]:ì È*íîÈ íxï � ì �·ð9 § ï ì ÈDí W�ñîÈ í W�ñ ï 7 ì 9 ¸ ï ²Ðò (25)

where
È �Ä2 �V�(#'�$Ê��(Ë���Ì�4 is the parametric ellipse, §³��
��� �>�©Ë'óXð�� , ¸ �õô� � �©�R§ [ . Ë�ó is the rate constant, ² is

a thermal excitation process drawn from Gaussian distri-
bution

� �)9��Aö�� , ð is the discretization time step and ô� is
the steady-state root-mean-square velocity.

2. Contour tracking:

(a) Observation likelihood: Evaluate the observation
likelihood for every pixel on each normal line � :UV��Os� T H"�c�5�����X�A���:032`� � � � 4Ñ�A�10ë2�����54
based on edge detection and the color value of each
pixel on the line by using Equation (6).



(b) Transition probabilities: Evaluate the state tran-
sition probabilities based on JPDAF as shown in
Equation (14). Efficient dynamic programming so-
lution to JPDAF is explained in Section 3.2.

(c) Best contour: With previously computed observa-
tion likelihood and the transition probability matrix,
best contour w.r.t the given observations can be find
by the Viterbi Algorithm described in Section 2.3.

(d) Contour fitting: Based on the detected contour, fit
the best ellipse using Equation (13).

.3. Model adaptation: Using forward-backward algorithm
to estimate a soft classification of each pixel (to fore-
ground and background) on the normal lines and update
the color model of foreground and background based on
Equation (24). Update the velocity of the objects (e.g.,
translation, rotation and scaling). Go to step 1 when new
frame arrives.

To begin this tracking procedure, a separate initialization
module is needed. This can be done either manually or by
change detection [20]. We currently hand initialize on the first
frame in each sequence.

5. Experiments
To validate the efficacy and robustness of the proposed

JPDAF-HMM approach, we have applied it to various real-
world test sequences. In the experiments, the human head
is modeled by an ellipse

È �÷2 �É�$#��AÊ��$Ë���Ì�4 , as discussed in
Section 2.3. For each ellipse, 30 normal lines are used, i.e.,ø��ù�9 . Each line has 21 observation locations, i.e.,

� �C�D9 .
We use the Langevin process to model the human movement,
as discussed in Section 4. The JPDAF-HMM tracking algo-
rithm is implemented in C++ on Windows 2000 platform. No
attempt is made on code optimization and the current system
runs at 30 frames/sec comfortably on a standard Dell PIII 1G
machine.

Figure 9. Sequence A: comparison of plain
HMM with JPDAF-HMM: Top row is the results of
plain HMM without JPDAF. Bottom row is the results
of JPDAF-HMM.

To test the robustness of the proposed algorithm, we use
video sequences captured by both a fixed camera and a pan/tilt

Figure 10. Sequence B: tracking results in clut-
tered environment with multiple people’s pres-
ence: The top two rows are the results of plain HMM
without JPDAF. The bottom two rows are the results of
the JPDAF-HMM.

/zoom camera. The sequences simulate various tracking con-
ditions, including appearance changes, quick movement, out
of plane rotation, shape deformation, camera zoom in and
out, and partial occlusion. Sequence A, shown in Figure
9, is in a cluttered office environment with 400 frames (30
frames/second). Note that the background clutter (sharp edges
and similar color) impose great challenges to any contour
based visual tracking algorithms. The color of the door is
very similar to that of human face and causes great difficulty to
color-based tracking algorithms. For fine-level comparing pur-
pose, we display the contour results returned from the Viterbi
algorithm instead of the final ellipse. The comparison is shown
in Figure 9. In the plain HMM, tracking is distracted by the
strong edges on the background when the foreground bound-
ary does not have high contrast and the error is gradually en-
larged. The JPDAF-HMM ensures that the contour is not dis-
tracted by the sharp edges on the background because of its
sophisticated transition probabilities (see Section 3).

Figure 10 shows another comparison on Sequence B, a 200-
frame sequence captured at 30 frames/sec. It is a very clut-
tered environment with multiple people’s presence. There are
both appearance and lighting changes of the person’s head.
The proposed JPDAF-HMM still successfully tracks the tar-
get through out the sequence while the plain HMM fails. To
test JPDAF-HMM’s ability to handle partial occlusion, we
have conducted further experiments on Sequence C, which



Figure 11. Tracking with partial occlusions

has 91 frames captured at 15 frames/sec (see Figure 11).
Because of JPDAF-HMM’s ability to globally model fore-
ground/background’s region properties, it successfully handles
the partial occlusion. More tracking results are presented in
the supplement material 1053.zip submitted to the conference.
To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed JPDAF-HMM
approach, for all the testing sequences, we use the same al-
gorithm configuration, i.e.,  �÷ù�9 ,

� �ú�*9 . We obtain
promising tracking results in all the tested sequences.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new HMM framework

targeted at real-time contour-based object tracking. A joint
probability data association filter (JPDAF) is used to com-
pute the HMM’s transition probability, taking into account
the inter-correlated neighboring measurements. To ensure
real-time performance, we have further developed an effi-
cient method to calculate the data association probability via
dynamic programming, which allows the proposed JPDAF-
HMM to run comfortably at 30 frames/sec. This new tracking
framework not only can easily incorporate various image cues
(e.g., edge intensity, foreground color and background color),
but also offers an on-line learning process to adapt to changes
in the scene (see Section 4.1). We have reported promising
tracking results on various real-world video sequences.
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